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ASSOCIATION WINS
BENEFITS FOR MEMBERSHIP
by Paul Chign ell

Many Association members are not informed of the
day-to-day victories of the POA.
It has not been my policy to blow the horn and
publicize the little things that take place week after
week but events now dictate that the cynics be informed.
With two lawsuits awaiting a hearing on past pay
raises denied by an uncaring city government and the
black cloud of a lengthy Federal Court trial alleging
discrimination, pessimism on the effectiveness of the
POA is at an all time high.
Looking through my notebook for the past year, I
can count over two hundred officers who have received
substantial help from the Association in grievances,
disciplinary hearings, workers' compensation, civil
suits, etc.
Two incidents occurred last week that normally
would not be publicized. One involved a line-up at the
Northern Station and the other the holiday order from
the administration.
An internal affairs complaint had been filed against
an unknown officer at the Northern Station on the midnight watch. The complaint concerned alleged verbal
abuse by one of the officers. After observing the
photographs of all officers on the watch, the complainant could not identify anyone! Internal Affairs then
scheduled a live viewing of the lineup when the watch

fell in at 11:00 p.m. Objections were immediately made
to the Association. Within four hours a meeting was
scheduled with the Chief of Police, objections were
heatedly made to a demeaning lineup in an administrative matter.
Chief Gain phoned Internal Affairs, stopped the
lineup and some four hours later called to state that the
lineup would not take place at all.
The second matter concerned the problem of holiday
compensation. Under a poorly constructed order, officers not working on a holiday were required to take
another day off within the same pay period. When inquiries were made, the administration's viewpoint was
that compensatory time could not be given due to the
fact that "some" officers had already accumulated one
hundred sixty hours compensatory time. A lame explanation indeed!
The Association's viewpoint as made to the Chief was
that officers with less than 160 hours should be allowed
to accumulate the holiday time for use at a later date.
Within an hour, Deputy Chief Taylor had issued an
order via teletype to that effect.
Week after week, the Association wins benefits for
the membership such as those stated above. The
Association achieves these benefits because we have the
inclination, the power and the access through other
than normal channels.

Minority program ruled illegal
Berkeley affirmative action
A state Court of Appeal decision ruling Berkeley's affirmative action plan unconstitutional could cost the city a minimum $31,000 in attorney's fees and back pay
for three white firefighters who lost promotions to lessqualified minority group members.
Berkeley City Manager Elijah Rogers said yesterday
the city had not received a copy of the opinion and
could not comment on a possible appeal.
Ron Yank, the lawyer who filed suit against the city
on behalf of the Berkeley Firefighters Association, said
he will seek at least $30,000 in legal fees and expected
the three fire department employees - all of whom
eventually were promoted - to receive between $300
and $750 each.
The appeal court upheld a 1975 ruling by Alameda
County Superior Court Judge Lyle Cook, who declared
the city's affirmative action plan unconstitutional and
enjoined the city from implementing it.
The appellate court directed the lower court to determine the amount of legal fees to be paid to the

firefighters' lawyer.
Yank praised the ruling as "extremely thorough and
thoughtful."
"The court dealt with the Bakke issue, but in the
context of employment," he said. "It's obvious a lot of
thought went into the opinion."
The court agreed with the lower court's ruling that
the city's affirmative action plan, adopted by Berkeley
in 1972 and ended by court order in 1974, was unconstitutional because of the use of quotas in the hiring
and promoting of city employees.
The plan required a city department head to obtain a
waiver from the city manager if a white male was to be
promoted or hired in a category in which minorities and
women were under-represented in proportion to their
population in the city.
The firefighters' association sued the city after two
minority persons were promoted to captain and lieutenant over white firefighters who scored higher on oral
and written examinations.
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SURVIVES
On September 13, 1978, the California Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of a statute which
provides that police officers who develop heart trouble
in the course of their employment may not be denied
workers' compensation benefits because they allegedly
joined the police force with a heart disease.
The Court first said: "For nearly forty years, Labor
Code section 3212.5 has provided that when a police officer who has been employed for five or more years
develops 'heart trouble,' the condition is presumed,
subject to rebuttal, to have arisen out of and in the
course of his employment and thus to be compensable
under the workers' compensation law. In 1959, the
Legislature amended the section to provide that an
employer may not rebut section 3212.5's presumption,
and thus may not defeat an ailing police officer's
workers' compensation claim, on the basis of evidence
attributing the officer's heart trouble to a pre-existing
heart disease."
In upholding the 1959 amendment to Labor Code
section 3212.5, the Court said: "(W)e conclude that the
California Legislature did not act arbitrarily or unconstitutionally in concluding that, in light of the conti.nuing medical debate over the causal relationship between stress, exertion and progressive heart disease,
police officers with over five years' experience should be
given the benefit of the medical doubt and should not
be precluded from obtaining workers' compensation
benefits when the only basis for finding the employee's
heart trouble nonwork-related r's on evider-' that
the employee came to his employnt with a heLl condition."
The 4-3 decision was written by Justice Mathew 0.
Tobriner joined by Chief Justice Rose Elizabeth Bird
and Justices Stanley Mosk and Frank C. Newman. A
dissenting opinion was written by Justice Frank K.
Richardson joined by Justices William P. Clark and
Wiley W. Manuel.
The court rejected a challenge by the City and County of San Francisco which had taken the position that
the 1959 amendment was unconstitutional.
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While some people might accuse us of being on a
nostalgia kick, we can't help but reflect on some of the
old timers who are still making themselves useful. Case
in point, Dave Novembri and Dave Greene. May they
continue a long and useful life!
Congratulations to Stan Scheld who was recently appointed to the Department Commission for Boys State.
This is in recognition of a lot of hard work.
Police Post #456 has one of the largest memberships
in San Francisco Legion Posts. It is the largest in the
7th District which, with the 8th District, comprise all of
the Legion Posts in the San Francisco area. Police Post
#456 has given many hard working Legionnaires to
every office, whether it be on a Department Commission County Council or 7th District office.
Keep your eyes open for your bulletins but renember
that Post meetings are held at the POA Building at 7th
& Bryant on the 2nd Tuesday of every month.
John Payne got a call back to the National Convention in New Orleans which is a feather in our hat.
Don Carlson is again a technical advisor on the Convention Commission.
This is one reason why Police Post #456 should stay
in the forefront and keep your membership up.
See you at the meeting.

ORPHANS
The September meeting was called to order by Pres.
Andrew Quaglia on Wednesday, October 20, 1978 at
2:10 p.m. in the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall
of Justice. All officers were present. Trustee M. Hurley,
excused; Trustees Jeffery and Jordan absent.
By motion of Parenti, 2nd McKee, the following were
accepted as new members effective October 1, 1978:
Richard N. Aceret, Francis A. Achim, Jr., Richard
G. Alves, David Ambrose, Thomas Argo, Peter
Balestreri, Robert P. Bohanan, Mel P. Cardenas, Vincent A. Catanzaro, John S. Colla, Michael P. Collins,
Gary J. Constantine, James Cunnane, William B.
Davenport, Gary P. Delagnes, Roger B. Dela Rosa,
James E. Drago, Mark C. Donzelli, Maurice E. Edwards, Joseph Finnigan, Daniel P. Gardner, Michael
K. Garner, Michael Gonzales, Mark R. Hawthorne,
Charles Houston, Mark E. Laherty, Robert K. Lee,
Ronald Lewin, Rene John Mariluch, Steve R. Marques,
Thomas J. Martin, Alfred A. Martinez, Timothy
Mayer, Tom O'Conner, Henry Parra, Jr., Teddy M.
Querubin, Edward J. Rosas, Alejandro Serrano,
Manuel Serrano, Daniel P. Sheridan, Michael B.
Slade, Robert A. Srock, Lindsay B. Suslow, William B.
Sweeney, Morris Tabak, Rickey R. Terrell, Joseph L.
Weatherman, Daniel S. Wells, Alex T. Williams, Jere
M. Williams, Donald W. Woolard, John V. Wayman,
James P. Zerga.

SICK LEAVE
PAYOFF

Treasurer Barney Becker reported the following deaths:

by Leon Bruschera, Secretary
S.F. Fire Fighters/Local 798

LEO FERROGGIARO— Born in 1914, Leo was 27
when he entered the Department in 1941. Stationed at
Co. I for one year and Co' E for 4 years, he was
transferred into the Bureau of Inspectors in 1946, being
made an Assistant Inspector later that year. In 1949 he
was appointed full Inspector and served in the Pawshop
Detail until his retirement for service in 1971. He was
awarded a Captains Commendation in 1944 for the arrest of a suspect in an auto theft and assault case, 1st
class in 1945 for response to and assistance in the arrest
of a suspect in the shooting of a woman, the same year a
Captains Commendation for the arrest of a suspect in a
rape case, in 1954 a 2nd Grade for arrest of a suspect in
an armed robbery, 1958 a Captains Commendation for
the arrest of a suspect in armed robbery of a jewelry
store and in 1960 a 2nd Grade for the arrest of two
suspects in an armed robbery and assault.Leo was 64 at
the time of his death.

Reprinted The Main Line

In my lifetime I have been exposed to various incentive prograrn, either through actual experience or exposure by word of mouth.
For instance, prior to entrance in the Fire Department, I drove a truck, and as the driver-salesman I had
an incentive program which came in the form of a cash
award for units sold above a pre-established figure.
Also, for a time I worked in a brewery and there were
incentive programs for workers in the form of cash
awards for employees who made improvements on the
machines there.
Moreover, there exists today in private industry incentive programs for safe driving in cab companies,
trucking firms, muni man-of-the-month, etc., and
again, cash awards are made. Car salesmen have these
cash
awards as well as insurance salesmen and
DONALD HUNTER - Born in 1920, Don entered the
countless
other examples can be made.
Depart, in 1948 at age 28. After completing his stay in
The
point
is, the argument could be forwarded, why
the Academy he was assigned to Co. H. Don served at
pay
people
something
extra for work they are being
various district stations during which time he received
paid
a
salary
to
do?
an injury that forced his retirement on disability in
In a career such as civil service, there are no sales in1954. Don was 58 at the time of his death.
centives, no bonuses, no Christmas presents (which are
all cash awards for doing your job) primarily because it
MICHAEL MORELLO - Born in 1953, Mike was 22
is a different type of work in that there are no products
when he entered the Department in 1975. After comto sell and no profits to be made as it exists in private
pleting the Academy he was sent to Co. I where he serventerprise.
ed for two years, pickingup two Captains CommendaIt does not follow that there shouldn't be incentions along the way. He was transferred to Co. H where
tive/efficiency programs established in civil service.
he was working at the time of his death at the young age
The public has been saying they want efficiency in
of 25. Mike's unfortunate death occurred in the
government all along.
Stanislaus River while he was on a short vacation trip.
One such incentive/efficiency program was Lump
In the absence of Bro. Jeffery, the Secretary gave the
Sum Sick Payment for unused sick leave. Simple, it is a
Trustees Report. At the meeting with the Trust Departplan to encourage employees not to use sick leave, even
ment of the Hibernia Bank, October 6, 1978 at 6:00
though they have a specified amount of sick leave each
p.m., the increase in the value of the portfolio showed a
month, thus benefiting the employer (as in all incengain of $30,000.00.
tive/efficiency programs) in one way or another and
There being no further business to come before the
also the employees in the form of a cash award 30 or 40
membership, the meeting was adjourned at 3:00 p.m.
years down the line when retirement occurs! Most imin memory of our three departed Brothers.
portant, when a person has accumulated 6 months, he
Fraternally,
ends up "giving" the city days if he does not use his
Bob McKee, Secretary
allotment during the year. A great dollar savings to the
= - = =
city!
I What happens if everyone (22,000 employees) takes
rJjc Zinterican legion—.$ all their sick leave is obvious. Disruption in the office,
I
short crews everywhere, including Fire and Police,
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE POST #456
more
missed bus runs in the muni and other costs to
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
• '.
name a few things. In the current atmosphere of hate
legislation against city employees this does not
I and
I
.
make sense because further negative legislation I'm
afraid will produce negative reactions. That will only
compound current problems of low morale and inefficiency.
6%% INTEREST PER ANNUM
VERY IMPORTANT...
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AVAILABLE
A reminder to all members who have retired on
Call Al or Earl:
Office Hours:
disability retirement-to fill out and send 'in the question431 —2877
naire sent to them by the Retirement Board, answering
9AM to4PM
=
=
= = . ALL questions or retirement checks will stop...!
=
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MEMBERS
BUY SHARES NOW
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Fellowship of
Christian
Peace Offjeers
September 19, 1978 Meeting
by Art Gerrans
Our meeting started at
7:30 p.m. and Vern
Auborgost of Teen
Challenge gave our opening prayer. We had music
ministered by Joyful Noise,
a group of singer musicians led by Verna Moser,
wife of Inspector Frank
Moser of the San Francisco Police Department.
Jim Crowley talked about a
bible class that will be
given every Wednesday at
noon time at the Police
Academy, Room 16. The
bible class is available to
police and civilian personnel who wish to attend during their lunch period.
Director of Personnel,
Captain Shannon, is making the facilities at the
Police Academy availabe
to us every Wednesday.
The Fellowship is attempting to have representatives at every Detail and
Police Station in the

Department. These officers will have bibles
available to them and visit
police officers who are injured in the line of duty or
sick. Any members interested contact Jim
Crowley or Jim Higgins,
Inspectors Bureau.
Our speaker was Dennis
Shehan, Pastor of Light of
Christ Church in Los
Gatos. Pastor Shehan talked about God's love for
Christians, especially
policemen. He talked
about Philippians and
Apostal Paul spending
time in jail where he
ministered to the guard.
Our next meeting will be
October 17, 1978, at 7:30
p.m; at the Bethel
Lutheran Church, 2525
Alemany Blvd., San Francisco. Our speaker will be
Pastor Bob Arrowsmith.
Music will be by Shalom of
the Concord Christian
Center.
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You Decide: Goad Arrestor Not?
formed him that there was a warrant out for his arrest
for drunk driving, out of San Mateo County and that he
would have to come to Mission Station for booking.
Upon hearing this information, Skalko came away
from the wall, where he was standing, and attempted to
strike me in the face with his elbow. I was able to block
this aggression and after a vigorous struggle with the
suspect, who had become increasingly violent, I was
finally able to handcuff him and place him in the patrol
wagon which had just arrived on the scene. Mr. Skalko
was then taken to Mission Station, along with the
original burglary suspect and was booked for being
drunk, resisting arrest and on a bench warrant from
San Mateo County charging him with drunk driving.
Subsequently, all local charges against Mr. Skalko
were dropped by the District Attorney's office, without
any conferral with me which is an all too common occurrence within the criminal justice system in San Francisco. After charges were dropped against Mr. Skalko,
I was informed that I was being sued civilly by Mr.
Skalko for FALSE ARREST and FALSE
IMPRISONMENT.
The three justices completely disregarded Section
43.5a of the Civil Code which states "There shall be no
liability on the part of a peace officer (or the public entity employing him) where the officer acts without
malice and in the reasonable belief that the person arrested is the one referred to in the warrant."
Since I was executing a legal warrant, signed by a
judge, I am dismayed and wonder how three other
judges can uphold a verdict of false imprisonment and
false arrest against me.
How are we as police officers going to function in the
future if we know that we wi be held liable for enforcing legal court warrants or otherwise legally performing
our sworn duties?

quor store. While I prepared to conduct a pat search of
the burglary suspect, my partner crossed the street to
bring the two men in the parked car back for questioning so that we could determine whether they were involved in the burglary.
When my partner returned with the two men they
were ordered to stand against the wall next to the liquor
store while I completed my search of the burglary
suspect. After completing my search of the burglary
suspect, I handcuffed him and placed him in the back
of the patrol vehicle. I then returned to where my part-

In 1973, I was found civilly liable of FALSE
ARREST and FALSE IMPRISONMENT, by a jury in
the court room of the Honorable Judge Glickfield and
assessed $20,000 in punitive damages.
On April 3, 1978, having taken my case to the Court
of Appeal, for review, I was informed that my appeal
had been rejected by a panel of three judges and that I
was civilly liable and would have to pay the $20,000 in
punitive damages. In making their decision the three
judges stated that they did not wish to "second guess"
the original jury and that furthermore, in reviewing
evidence on appeal, an appellate court will not disturb
a verdict if the evidence which supports it is in conflict.
On Saturday, May 31, 1970 at approximately 2:30
a.m., while assigned to Mission Station, my partner
and I observed what appeared to be a burglary in progress at a liquor store on 16th St. between Valencia-and
Mission Streets.
The circumstances which aroused our suspicions
were as follows: 1) We observed that the front door of
the liquor store had the glass broken out of it, and that
there was an individual moving about inside. 2) We
observed approximately 15 full bottles of liquor just
outside the door to the liquor store. 3) We observed two
men seated in an auto, facing east on 16th Street
towards Mission across from the liquor store.
Bearing these factors in mind, my partner and I felt
we had reasonable cause to stop our police vehicle and
investigate. Furthermore, there were no other individuals on the street or in the vicinity at the time these
observations were made.
My partner and I exited our police vehicle and approached the liquor store, at which time the suspect
walked out the front door towards us, his arms filled
with liquor bottles. He was immediately placed under
arrest and ordered to stand against a wall next to the li-

The Bill Taylor Drawing has been extended to
November 1, 1978, Wednesday, at 1700 hours.
All persons holding money and ticket stubs, please
have same turned into the SFPOA by no later than October 31, 1978.
At last accounting, only $1,350 worth has been sold.
$10,000 is needed. Anyone who wishes to solicit for this
raffle, please contact the S.F.P.O.A. 861-5060
A large thanks to those persons who have contributed
time and energy to this raffle.
ner was watching the other subjects and requested identification from both of them. One of the subjects readily
cooperated with me, but the other one became
argumentative and verbally abusive and refused to
identify himself.
Identification was finally acquired from the second
individual and a field check was made over the radio
with Communications. It was determined that the uncooperative subject, Skalko, was , wanted on a drunk
driving warrant out of San Mateo County. Equipped
with this information I approached Mr. Skalko and in-
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by Paul Chignell

Giacomini of Mann County, a crafty politician who has
a penchant for saying different things in the northern
part of the district than in the south.

• Both Keene and Wornum recognize the importance
of binding arbitration as a meansto resolve police labor
disputes with local government.
Assemblyman Wornum is locked in a major struggle to
retain his Assembly seat. First elected in 1974, Wornum narrowly won re-election in 1976 against a San
Rafael city councilman. This year his opponent is
Mann Water Board member, Bill Filante. Earlier this
year I had the opportunity to interview both candidates
at length. Filante will not support binding arbitration
and though an accomplished politican, does not
understand the needs and desires of the rank and file
police officer.
We have asked little of Assemblyman Wornum but
• have always received prompt answers to our questions
and support in the issues that concern us.
The second senatorial contest has been called by
political commentators the key State Senate race in
California. The Democrats are attempting to improve
on their 26-14 edge in the State Senate in order to
secure a 2/3 majority in -the upper house. Assemblyman
Keene's opponent is Republican Supervisor Gary'

Two candidates for state office deserve the active
support of San Francisco police officers. Incumbent Democratic Assemblyman Michael Wornum deserves re-election in his Mann-Sonoma district
and is facing the political battle of his life.
Democratic Assemblyman Barry-Keene is attempting
to secure the 2nd senatorial seat being vacated by retiring Senator Peter Behr.
Locally and statewide we, as police officers, must
support the candidates who best reflect our goals for a
better career in law enforcement.
Assemblymen Keene and Wornum have consistently
supported the police labor movement despite, opposition from their local chiefs of police, city council
• • members, county supervisors and city managers. They
both voted for the historic AB 301, which mandated a
police bill of rights on local agencies. Without the help
of these two legislators and their Democratic colleagues, there would be no bill of rights of police officers.

The district covers six counties from the Golden Gate
Bridge to the Oregon border. Keene holds a moderate
edge in the polls but must collar more Mann votes to
win comfortably.
•
Both candidates were interviewed in Sacramento
recently by delegates of the California Organization of
Police and Sheriffs. Assemblyman Keene received the
unanimous endorsement of COPS after Giacomini
stated that he opposed binding arbitration.
There are hundreds of active and retired San Francisco police officers residing and voting in Mann and
Sonoma counties. Many of you are registered
Republicans. I urge all of you to support two good
Democrats; support the candidates who support our
current heart presumption, the police bill of rights, and
arbitration - support Assemblyman Michael Wornum
and soon to be Senator Barry Keenel

mmmmGood until Oct. 31 mmm
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AROUND THE
DEPARTMENT
by Al Casciato
• . . During the month of October, the P.O.A.
membership will vote on whether or not to affiliate with
the AFL-CIO. Though I have some reservations about
"unionizing", I will advocate a YES vote from the
membership because at this stage of police history,
unionization is necessary for the economic bread and
butter items that mean survival to the offiàers and their
families. I have studied the materials concerning the affiliation with the AFL-CIO and find that affiliation
under the terms presented are acceptable. I also remind
all the membership that if we become dissatisfied with
the AFL-CIO in the future, withdrawal would be quite
easy...
On the issue of safety equipment: Why has the
purchase of the assult teams bullet proof vests been
held up for weeks by the Bureau of Administration?
Mr. Gavin of the controller's office has told the assault
team officers that all he needs to make-the purchase is a
letter from the Chief of Police. Curious isn't it how a
simple request for vital equipment takes weeks to process, when submitted through channels at the Bureau
of Administration. That's the red tape that leads to
frustration and low morale...
Wouldn't it be nice if somewhere in San Francisco there were a non-demoninational police-fire
memorial chapel and museum administrated privately
by the Association and the fire local for their memberships. Perhaps someday such a chapel will become a
reality and in the meantime, I'll just pray that someone
will be blessed with the energy of undertaking such a
project.
The OLDE Gavel, located across from the Hall
was the sight of quite a promotional party for new Asst.
Inspector Greg Corrales. Owner Charlie Perkins provided a cake adorned with a Mexican sombrero which
Greg and friends danced around prior to eating. A truly
ethnic party and fun..
Looks as if a future pro football player was born
to the police family this past month. Captain Jim Shannon's daughter, Maureen and husband Rick, proudly
presented to Grandpa, Jeremiah Patrick Rudder, 11
lbs. 9 oz., 23 inches. What a big one...
Along the baby boom, Bob and Sue Martinez
welcomed Corine Michele, 6 lbs. 3 oz. while Jim and
Luci Selby were blessed with Stefanie Lynne, 7 lbs. 6
oz. The happiness being displayed by the proud Dads
really reflects that these 'lil ones are off to a good start
in life. Congratulations to all..
• . . With the arrest of that Record Room employee
last month, it seems that the Department of Justice has
taken some interest in the case. It will be interesting to
see if any corrective measures are taken or if the matter
will be swept under the carpet.

Buy Your Future While You're Young!
I will be glad to tell you about limited
payment life Insurance policies that' can
be paid up In a relatively short period of
time.
GREGG LIPANOVICH

by Mike Hebei

by Mike Hebei

Amongst the, 24 propositions to be decided by San
Francisco voters at the November 7 election will appear
Proposition F. This proposal would end, with specified
exceptions, the present practice whereby city employees
collect cash payments for unused sick leave when they
retire.
This proposition will have no effect on sick leave
payoffs due to city employees who have retired (service
or disability) prior to its effective date - December 1,
1978.

Charter Change
This proposition will amend Charter section 8.363 by,
adding the following language. "Those persons who are
officers and employees on the effective date of this
amended section may receive a cash payment only for
unused sick leave accumulated prior to said effective
date and remaining unused on the date of the officers',
or employees' retirement, or death or separation caused
by industrial accident. Those persons who become officers and employees after the effective date of this
amended section shall not be entitled to or receive a
cash payment or compensation of any type for accumulated unused sick leave."
This establishes a cut off date for sick leave accumulations which will be paid off at retirement. Sick
leave accumulated prior to December 1, 1978 will be
paid off at the date of retirement (service or disability).
Sick leave accumulated on or after December 1, 1978
will not be paid off at retirement. Accumulations of up
to 130 days of sick leave is still allowed; payment at
retirement is altered.
A city employee interested in a payoff would not use
sick leave until after December 1978 thereby accumulating sick leave which will be bought back at
retirement.
- Legal Challenge

At the May 3, 1978 meeting of the City's Retirement
Board, a motion was passed ordering a survey of the approximately 1000 former police officers and fire fighters
who are presently receiving disability retirement
benefits and -who are under the age of 60.

Benefit Revocation
Retirement Board member (and president of the
Board of Supervisors) Dianne Feinstein proposed the
survey to determine if these retirees should be returned
to City service. The Charter provides that "if his
disability shall cease, his retirement allowance shall
cease, and he shall be restored to the service in the rank
he occupied at the time of his retirement."
The survey document, mailed with the September
pay warrant, asked the retired employee to list: present
medical care, treated condition, attending pjiysician,
and gainful employment.
The Board approved his survey to determine if
retirees are doing work which indicated that their
disability has ceased.

Employment Issue
At that meeting Deputy City Attorney Donald
Garibaldi properly stated to the Retirement Board that
there is nothing illegal about holding a job while receiving a disability pension. The issue is whether-the retired
police officer/fire fighter is able to perform the city job
from which he was retired due to an occupationally
caused disability.
The survey asks the retirees to list their dates of
employment' name of employer, employer's address, title of position, monthly salary and duties performed.
The Board is requesting voluntary compliance of the
retirees in completing this form.
If the completed form indicates that the retiree is
performing a job similar to the one from which he
retired, the Board could take steps to return him to active duty.
a ........-............. t

Should this proposition become law, it is anticipated
that a legal challenge will immediately arise. The theory
of challenge will focus on the concept of maturing and
vesting of the right to accumulate sick leave and the
right to a buy back at retirement.

CROWLEY
MOVING & STORAGE

It is clear that the rules could be changed for
employees entering city service after the effective date
of this proposition. It is unclear with respect to present
city employees since they may be entitled to a new
retirement benefit if the sick leave pay off is to be stopped.

Offices & Stores

Lic.&Ins,
CLOSET OR FULL HOUSE'
24 Hrs. Service - free Est.
922-4596 if no answer 922-5244
Same Rate Anytime

adventu rewagen

New York Life Insurance
Company
50 California St., Suite

DISABILITY
SAVE THAT PENSION
SURVEY
SICK LEAVE
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900, S.F. Ca. 94111 393-6276

Joji's House of Teriyaki
Breakfast,
Lunch & Dinner

MOTOR 0HOMES

1919 Union St.
S.F.CA 94123
563-7808

----------

• SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION
It

YES ... I would like to subscribe/ renew to the SFPOA's
official publication THE SAN FRANCISCO
POLICEMAN. Enclosed is my check/money order to
Cover ( ) subscription(s) for 12 months at $4.00 a year
per subscription.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

I

STATE

ZIP______

SEND TO: THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICEMAN
510-7th Street - San Francisco, CA 94103

Adventurewagens are hand-crafted
in Fort Bragg, California. These
remarkably versatile vehicles cornbiné the 21 MPG economy of the
Volkswagen station wagon with the
self-contained comforts and conveniences of a compact motor home.
They are unquestionably the worlds
finest VW conversions and are the
result of our 15 years of experience
as VW specialists.
Exotic hardwoods such as teak,
koa. and rosewood are crafted into
the quality yachttike interiors.
Features include electric refrigerator,

propane range, sink, pressure water,
water purification system, holding
tank, furnace and flush toilet. The
streamlined SL1100 model (shown
above) sleeps four adults and has
ample storage space.
There is an Adventurewagon factory representative in the San Francisco Bay Area. For further information, including prices and detailed
specifications, or to arrange for a personal demonstration, call (415)
564-9900 (day or night) or write
Adventurewagen, 4421 Lincoln Way
#4, San Francisco, Calif. 94122.

The Adventurewagen
looks different, inside and
outside. And it is different,
even to its place of
manufacture. Adventurewagens don't come
from a suburb of
Smogville, or RV County,
Indiana. They're handcrafted in Fort Bragg,
California.
To make the proposition
even more attractive,
Adventurewagen makes
this rather pleasant offer.
If you have a new VW type
2211 station wagon, and
want an Adventurewagen
camper conversion, call
them for an appointment,
drive to Fort Bragg, and
they will put you up in a
comfortable motel for the
night, and give you a vehicle to use so that you can
enjoy the Mendocino Coast
while your camper is being
built.
-
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DO YOU LIKE THE WAY THE POA IS HANDLING MATTERS?
As we are all quite aware of, the City has been quite
slow in paying us our overtime monies due us. What I
find even more interesting, is that the City has already
budgeted the $1.8 million dollars to pay us the overtime
in the form of the Extended Work Week. Naturally, in
light of the current overtime situation, everyone wants
to know what the POA is going to do to speed up the
payment of overtime monies due us.
The POA is going to do everything within its powers
to obtain our overtime monies for us within a
reasonable time frame, from'when overtime was worked, but did you ever stop to think as to who was going to
dolt?
I have been a Director now for 9 months, and prior to
taking the post, I had no idea how much time it would
take away from my leisure hours. For those of you that
don't know it, a member of the Board of Directors is
not paid for the time he puts in, and aside from the selfgratification, -there is no other benefit, or privilege to be
gained from being a Director.
Well, one way or another, this current elected Board
of Directors will do everything it can to insure us payment of overtime monies within a reasonable time
-period, and as a matter of fact, this Board was fully
prepared to explain our proposed course of action
before the General Membership at the September

meeting. For those of you that were there, a total of 19
of you members showed up to find outwhat was going
on, and you 19 members are fully aware of what went
on.
For those of you that didn't show, I personally take
the apparent lack of interest to indicate a couple
prevailing attitudes that seem to exist within our
organization. First of all, maybe the lack of members at
the General Membership meeting indicates that either
everyone is happy about the method in which we are
paid our overtime monies, and the POA has once again
pursued an issue that is apparently unpopular with the
membership, or, your lack of concern may indicate
your total disgust with the manner in which the Board conducts its business, because you feel that we are going to do it our way, even if our plan is contrary to
yours.
If you chose the latter, as I know a lot of you did, then
my only suggestion to you is to become more involved
with your POA, and in some cases, I would suggest rejoining the POA, otherwise, you will in fact have to live
with the outcome of someone else's labors, and furthermore, the Board will continue to do things as we see to
be right, because the apathy of this POA dictates no
other solution.
- Let me point out to all of you, that your own apathy
in regards to your Association is your worst enemy, and
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byBrotherTedSchlinklll
Dfrector, C'STF-SCU

as long as that apathy is displayed to people like myself,
I personally will find it very difficult to continue to afford my off-duty hours to working for you and your best
interests.
I have taken it upon myself to insure that the
members of the CSTF-SCU are consistantly informed
as to what is going on, and I encourage feed-back from
themembers as to what they think should be going on,
because for God's sake, no unit is so large that a Director cannot relate back to the Board the true feelings of
the constituents he was elected to represent. Furthermore, if your particular POA Director is not doing his
job, as he was elected to do, well then, elect a new one
this coming December and for that matter, don't elect
anyone else in our POA that does not represent your
best interests.
Secondly, this newspaper is another vehicle used by
the POA to inform members as to current happenings
in and about this Department, but never forget the fact
that everyone has the right to use this newspaper to express your own views in matters relating to your opinions, or those opinion of this membership.
Let us unite in the true spirit this Association was
formed for in the first place, and let us forget our
apathetic attitudes that plague the very values for which
we are united.

GUY WRIGHT/In and out, in and out
Reprinted S.F. Examiner

Just before noon on
Tuesday of last week a
paroled cop-killer, Edgar
Allen Jr., was arrested
with a gun in his hand in a
Market Street savings and
loan office. He was chargect with bank robbery.
That same afternoon he
walked out on ball, leaving
police with a phony name.
1ty itett day he was
arrested again by cops
working a different armed
robbery. That time he gave
his true name, - but again
he was allowed to post bail
and leave in time for dinner.
He might still be free if
Enjoy

he hadn't turned himself
in to his parole officer two
days later.
What this sick comedy
demonstrates is an incredible breakdown in the
paperwork of criminal
justice that undercuts,
demoralizes and unnecessarily endangers the
cops out on the street, not
to mentin the general
public. Here are the exasperating details:
In 1969 Allen was convicted of the murder of
Patrolman Peter
McElliogott and sentenced
to life in prison. You know
what that means. The gibbering idiots on the parole
board turned him loose as

the •

•

soon as the law allows, identity, he had made bail
and skedaddled. That's
That was last November.
What is there left to say one of the oddities of living
about the members of the in an era that regards insParole Board, except that tant bail as an inalienable
if brains were money they right.
would be paupers? Some What happened the next
day we will dump them day is even harder to
and start over. Until then swallow. Since he gave his
we must endure their lack true name at the second
arrest, a routine check
of judgment.
should have revealed that
But how did Allen he was on parole for
manage to waltz out on murder. bail when hewas arrested
Was the check forgotfor robbery two days in a ten? Botched? Deteriorarow?
tion in the police records
After the loan office section is one of the simstickup he was finger- mering scandals in the
printed. But before the Hall of Justice. However,
fingerprint readout came Captain Bill Conroy says
back, revealing his true subsequent inquiry shows
that the check was made
and Allen's prior record
established.
Even so, Conroy insists,
Allen couldn't have been

denied quickie bail unless
his parole officer put a
hold order on him. That
may be debatable. But in
any case, it was simply a
matter of someone picking
up a phone and calling the
parole officer. That phone
call wasn't made.
The street cops put their
lives on the line to arrest
Allen. In the loan office
there was a very tense moment when the armed copkiller and Officer AlexFagan stood eyeball to
eyeball across the counter,
and Allen didn't surrender
his gun until he looked
around and saw that three
other officers had him in a
cross-fire. The second - arrest was
made by two sharp-eyed
patrolmen who recognized
the getaway car in a twoweek-old robbery of a U-

Haul agency, even though
it had been freshly repainted a different color.
If the cops working the
streets can show that kind
of guts and gumption,
surely the desk people have
an obligation to follow
through on the paperwork
and phone calls.
Both times Allen was set
free on "standard bail".
That means he didn't even
have to go before , a judge.
At - the Hall of Justice
there's a chart listing the
amount of bail for every
conceivable offense. You
just run your finger down
the chart, find out how
much, make a deal with a
bail bondsman and walk
out the door.
That's how Allen did it.
There's no justification for
a system that lets him get
away with it.

OPTICIANS

Have You Met This Man?

HERMANN DIJNGS
MICHAEL GRANAHAN

THE COCA-CbLA Bfl. Co.
OF CAL-S.F.

Michael Miller

1824 Union Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94123
563-1026

The heady, sensual
aromas of the cumindominated cuisine of
North Africa set the mood
as one enters Carthage,
San Francisco's only
purveyor of Tunisian food.
The plain neighborhood
storefront exterior gives
way to a small room where
Oriental rugs, subdued
lighting and Tunisian artifacts exude authenticity.
Though the cuisine offered
here bears certain
similarities to that proffered at the city's many
Moroccan restaurants, the
flavors, textures and

seasonings are more refined. By the same token,
however, that certain element of excitement inherent in the Moroccan
"package", is missing in
this small establishment
which utilizes conventional
Western-style appointments. CARTHAGE, 2326 -Judah
Street, San Francisco.
Telephone: 665-5400.
Hours: 6-11, MondaySaturday. Closed Sunday,
Cards: AE, MC, VISA.
Reservations advised.
Street parking. Wine and
beer only.

Newly appointed SFPOA
representative for all your casualty insurance needs. . - available
through PAYROLL DEDUCTION.

•

Auto * Home * Apartment *Commercial & Recreational Vehicles *

• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR NON-SMOKERS & GOOD DRIVERS

Offices in Mann County - 383-7546
and
the SFPOA Building - 861-6020

A.#- . sh
w
Farmers Insurance Group
Fast * Fair .* Friendly Service

*
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RETIREMENT DINNER
Officer
John H. Monson
Thurs. - October 26, 1918

AssociationRETIREMENT DINNER
urges YES Vote
HONORING
on AFL-CIO
MAURYROTHMAN
Affiliation
BrentWood Lodge's Terrace Room
El Camino at Brent Wood Ave.
South San Francisco

No Host Cocktails -6 p.m.
Dinner -8 p.m.

Saturday, October 28, 1978
Prime Rib Dinner
$12.00 per person, couples encouraged
Price includes tax, tip, Wine & gift

BACCHINI'S RESTAURANT
555 Golden Gate Avenue

No Host Cocktails-6:30-7:30 p.m.

PRIME RIB DINNER

For Tickets Contact:

$10.50, incl. dinner, wine, tax& tip
August Stremme - Co. E 553-1564
•Co.E
Ken Osgood
-Co. E
Paul Chignell
Or at the Door

j-

P. Kotta
-Auto Detail
C. Thollander - I.A.B.
J. Meehan -Taraval Station
-Auto Detail
M. Nevin
M. Hebel
-Academy

-553-1261
-553-1407
-553-1612
-553-1261
-553-1805

1430 STOCKTON ST., S.F
ROADS0BAS?Th
CFA
FROM
TkE
CHI
E
F'
S
OFK
C L US

17

WO-HOST COCKTAILS - 7-6 PM, DINNER 8PM

I (ET MYS1RJPE5 KJEXT
T; (SIGH!) WHO WANTS TO
SER4EANT ANYWAY?)

OH REALLY,OFFICR!A
LITTLE PROMI5CUITY NEVER
HURT ANYBODY/il

0

z2gygagiq C,
SGT LOU BARBER/NI

PETE F/OR!

SGT TOM MSGRA TH

FRED PARDELLA
L EiV BECA'ER
BILL WARNI(E
JIM GRIFFIN
/NSR LARRY KELLY
BOB //AN/r'/NS
PAT O'SWEA
HARVEY HARRISON
HOMER HUOUSOW A. /W5i9 CIIARL IE
8/i'EwsrER
JOhW "SUDS WA/IO/IEY

GEORGE HOWARD
BOB LEWZIO
MORRIS MARrIA'OALE
TONY PIAZZA
RAY 0,S'U4'A (70arz co

ss)

¶71'z ¶?: JOE POSSE ToA
AL(8LA607)8RAGIG,

IM
/

Special Discount Prices

TELEVISION
STEREO
MICROWAVE OVENS
Mike Salerno-Owner I

731-279 2; SALES-20 yr's-SERVICE 2401 Irving St.J

Co.K

HALSTED & COMPANY
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
1123 Sutter, 673-3000

by Michael G. Pera

Within a short period of time our organization, the
San Francisco Police Officers' Association, will have
the opportunity to affiliate with the AFL-CIO. The
benefits from this alliance, to our Association and its
individual members, are many. Due to the far reaching
potential of this action, the possibilities are vast. But
what I want to write about are the immediate and direct
issues related to this affiliation.
The predominate benefit will be the fact that our
representatives will be supported by the AFL-CIO while
working towards local and state legislation. Our lobbyist will be recognized by labor supported elected officials. Whether you like it or not, we have to live with
circumstances that are the result of political decisions.
We have to make it politically advantageous for elected
representatives to vote in our favor.
I think it is obvious that with the political climate in
San Francisco there are intentionally fabricated
obstacles between us and what we rightfully deserve.
They are political problems that need a political solution. Our affiliation with the AFL-CIO may give us that
solution. We have to go around the problem (to
Sacramento) or directly at it with a lot of clout. This affiliation may give us the possibility of doing both.
At this point I would like to comment on an area of
confusion that always comes up when police officers
talk conditions of employment. Individual rights and
privileges, and conditions of employment have nothing
whatsoever to do with dedication to duty. They are two
distinct circumstances that can only be artifically crossed. You can fulfill the demands of the job while demanding a decent living standard.
There's not even the slightest justification to suggest
(as many have) that a "good cop" takes minimum outdated benefits and shuts-up. Seeking appropriate conditions of employment, including -an adequate pay
scale, does not in any way diminish dedication. Another
tactic that has been used against us is: where local officials capitalize on the general public attitude of being
unsympathetic towards the police function. Politically,
representatives can get away with denying police officers proper benefits. In other words, they extend the
daily punishment beyond you individually, to your
family.
We must counteract the tactics of our political foes.
Affiliation with a 13.8 million member organization
will help correct some past problems.
Our pay scale and significant benefits come from
outside of the department. We must rectify this indifference expressed toward the deficient standards at
present, by those in a position to correct this deficiency.
The added dimension of AFL-CIO affiliation to our
representation may very well help change the indifferent attitude.
From within the department, the taking away of
-police jobs, also referred to as "civiianization" will be
limited. What started as probably a good idea some
years ago has become a monster. A monster that stands
between the police and high level efficiency. AFL-CIO
affiliation will spell "hands-off" to other unions looking
to fill these positions.
Let me put some basic concerns to the side:
1) We will remain autonomous as far as by-laws to
the Association and Association policy.
2)The cost is minimal.
3) The arrangement will not and cannot touch the
pension system. Except that it may help to improve it or
defend it at a later date.
4) We will remain completely independent where
strike conditions or picket lines are concerned. There is
no question that we will and must act according to the
law , and our obligation when involved in such a circumstance. The AFL-CIO expects and wants us to perform as police officers in such situations.
The alliance is a very practical approach to adding a
needed element to our struggle. No matter how good
and proper an idea may be, one person or one small
organization cannot be heard as well as the collective
voice of millions.

ISSUES/BENEFITS
'OF AFFILIATION
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1. Total independent Charter to ICPA from AFL-CIO
(a) The ICPA will be recognized by the White
House and leaders of Congress as the one voice
for police officers. We presently share recognition on the national scene with various other national organizations claiming to speak for police
officers.
(b)We will be protected from raiding by any affiliated union of the AFL-CIO including such
unions as AFSCME, who only as recently as 4
weeks ago, signed up 200,000 CSEA employees
of New York. We will be further protected from
the SEIU, IBPO, Paper Workers, Machinists,
Meat Cutters and the numerous other union
that profess to represent police officers. Many of
you are aware that the Labor Reform Act is
presently pending before the United States
Senate. When passed, this legislation will permit unions to organize in every state in the country that presently have no collective bargaining.
We anticipate a drive by these aforementioned
unions to recruit police officers into their ranks.
(c)We will lobby with the support of the AFLCIO for legislation on the local, state and national level to benefit police officers. We will be
recognized by local, state and national elected
representatives who are supported by labor.
2. No other union interference including AFL-CIO in
our local affairs and total independence regarding
labor disputes where strike or picket lines are concerned.
(a)Ibelievethe most important question relative
to our affiliation is our guaranteed autonomy
where strikes or picket lines are concerned.
Police officers must take action when we are
cáfled hi o preserve law and order in a time of
labor strife. The AFL-CIO expectsus to perform
as police officers in this situation.
3. Only police and sheriffs as per state PO .S .T. standards.
The national union will .be only composed of
police officers with peace officers' qualifications. The union will be run by only police officers for police officers and not be a part of any
other occupational group.
4. We will be affiliating with a 13.8 million member
union and we will seek a seat on the Executive Council
of the AFL-CIO.
5. The ICPA will have full participation in the Public
Employee Department of ihe AFL-CIO which will afford us a strong voice on Federal legislation affecting
police officers.
6. We will lobby with the support of the AFL-CIO for
legislation on—the local, state and national level to
benefit poliCe officers. We will be recognized by local,
state and national elected representatives who are supported by labor.
7. Our research programs will benefit through the
assistance of the Public Employee Department in compiling data for our various surveys. We will have ready
access to information from the Department of Labor.
8. We will.be afforded the use of the AFL-CIO College
located in Washington, D.C. Individuals attending this
college receive credits toward a labor relations degree.
9. We will be officially recognized by other trade unions
as being a part of the libor movement through affiliation with the AFL-CIO. Millions of dollars of grant
funds will be available to us through the Department of
Labor to conduct studies into the stress and health conditions of police officers.
THERE WILL BE NO DUES INCREASE
FOR S.F.P.O.A. MEMBERS.

BOB GORDON, 1CPA
There is no doubt in my mind that if this affiliation
takes place, you will hear the greatest outcry of opposition from management and even from some of our
members. We can overcome these objections by continuing to do our jobs as before but at the same time we
will have the clout of a 13.8 million member union to
obtain better benefits and to retain the benefits we have
fought long and hard for. I refer specifically to the
benefits that have recently come under attack such as
the heart and lung bill, pensions, 20 year retirement,
etc. At the same time, we can, and I repeat, we can and
will retain our own autonomy. The AFL-CIO will not
dictate policy to this International nor to our local
member associations. In reality, nothing that is
presently in our bylaws will alter except for our dues
structure, and the addition of six letters to our name AFL-CIO.
We will at long last enter the main stream of organized labor and in a few short years I sincerely believe we
will be in a position to elect or defeat candidates formational, state or local office.
I for one have always been vehemently opposed for
over 25 years to police officers affiliating with organized
labor. I always believed that we were a power unto
ourselves. However, I have come to the conclusion that
this type of thinking is a myth and unless we affiliate
with organized labor, we as a viable international
union, will go down the drain. Ed Kiernan and I have
reached this decision along with several ICPA Vice
Presidents. As many of you know, up until two years
ago, Ed and I disagreed totally on this Subject and some
of you may now say, why the change? In all honesty I
can tell you that the change has come about due to or
inability to convince numerous state, local and national
elected officials of our so-called political power. We
witness time and time again, those elected representatives who openly oppose our legislation being returned to office. I changed my views when I saw the
Teamsters signing up police officers and other national
unions laying claim to legislation that we worked long
and hard for. I changed my views when I realized that
the services that this International was attempting to
provide were not being realized.
Ed and I agree that in order to convince Our members
to adopt this resolution to affiliate with the AFL-CIO
and to increase our dues, a far greater service must be
afforded to our members.
I strongly believe that we have arrived at a point in
time where we can't continue to believe we really are a
force to be reckoned with until we utilize that force collectively with 14 million other union workers. Police
unions are here to stay and management is well aware
of it. They pray as each day goes by that we will not join
the ranks of national labor while we sit by and wait
another 60 years to be recognized.
I pledge to each and every one of you that our staff,
Ed and myself will do everything in our power to represent yOur best interests knowing full well that we will
have to answer to you if we fail to reach our goals in this
endeavor. If we fail, then I will be the first to appear
before this body to recommend that we withdraw our
affiliation with the AFL-CIO
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President's Corner
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BY JERRY CR0 WIEY
AFL-CIO affiliation is not a revolution but hopefully
a mature realization among police officers and sheriffs
that there must be a single identity, image and voice for
police officers in the United States.
This Association has always been deeply committed
to the concept of a strong local statewide and national
police union.
The chief threat to one unified national police union
has traditionally been the fact that non-police unions
have attempted to portray themselves as spokespersons
forpolice.
A separate AFL-CIO charter granted to the ICPA
will guarantee that there will be one police union run by
police for police officers only.
A vote for affiliation will be a loud and clear message
to those who seek to keep police and sheriffs
fragmented and without political power at the local
state and national level.
The San Francisco Police Officers' Association is not
alone in this endeavor. San Francisco police officers are
no different than officers in Phoenix, Chicago,
Cleveland, Washington D.C., Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Memphis, Las Vegas, Newark and many
other major American cities who have already voted for
affiliation. They have the same hopes, problems, and
fears for the future as do San Francisco police officers.
We are not unique and we are definitely not alone in
this undertaking.
The membership of this Association has always acted
with boldness and courage when difficult decisions were
to be made. I am sure that this vote will again
demonstrate your willingness to challenge the future
and play a leadership role in the national police movement.

RIGHTS
CHANGE?.
The below petitioned change in the Constitution & By-Laws of the SFPOA, was submitted
in time for the October 30, 1978 POA Election
via mailed ballot. The membership shall
decide.
Bold indicates additions
ARTICLE VIII
1. Membership in this Association shall be limited to
sworn members of the San Francisco Police Department having full peace officer status as defined in Sec.
830.1 of the Penal Code and covered in the retirement
section ((1.8.545)) 8.544, 8.559 and 8.586 of the City
and County of San Francisco.
6 No member shall be allowed to receive any rights,
privileges, or benefits of this Association until he has
been a member for one year or he has been a member-of
this Association since his entry into the police department. Entry into the police department shall be defined
as the first six (6) months of employment. Except that
no member shall receive representation from or by this
Association in matters relating to action brought by the
Police Academy during the basic recruit course or the
Field Training and Evaluation Program regarding
rated or established performance standards. Members
on military leave of absence without pay as provided in
Article HI, Sec. 10, of this Constitution shall be placed
in the inactive status on such leave, within thirty (30)
days after returning to the police department.

PROFESSIONAL APPRAISERS
INSURANCE - TAXES - ESTATES
WE WILL ACT AS YOUR BROKER & SELL YOUR
HEIRLOOM JEWELS FOR A SMALL COMMISSION(OR FEE)
WE WILL ARRANGE YOUR ESTATE FOR AUCTION HOUSE OR BANK VAULT APPRAISALS B? APPOINTMENT

M. Arthur Azevedo - John F. Azevedo
Gr3duate Gemologists -Members:
The Gemological Assn of Great Britain
American Society of appraisers

AZEVEDO
JEWELERS & GEMOLOGISTS

•

ESTABUSHEI3 1936
*

etc

781-0063

210 Post - Third Floor

Censor Of Grant Au.

FJ West & ISZk& ESTATE
1812 Norlega St., San Francisco, 94122
(NR. CREDIT UNION)

I specialize in hard to find, CHOICE property. I work as hard for my clients as I worked
my old 6th Street Beat!

STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS
RETIRED SFPD OFFICER
.661-5300
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Scope

Who Donates?

The Blood Bank serves over
1,320,000 people in eight
counties:
• San Francisco • Shasta
• Mann
• Siskiyou
• Napa
• Modoc
• Solano
• Trinity
All 52 hospitals in these counties
depend on Irwin to meet the
total blood transfusion needs of
their patients.

In 1977 fewer than 60,000
individuals donated blood to
Irwin Memorial—many giving
multiple times. This represents
less than 5% of the population.
Obviously, more people must
become donors if the Blood
Bank is to meet rising needs.

Need
Over 100,000 pints of blood are
needed each year. 500 pints a
day are needed on weekdays
when hospital orders are heavy.
Blood is used in the treatment
of cancer, in exchange transfusion for infants, in the treatment of gastro-intestinal
bleeding, hip replacements,
anemia, hemophilia, traumatic
injury and for other illnesses.
Blood is vital for major surgery.
Open heart surgery alone requires 8 to 12 pints of blood.
In the past 22 years Irwin has
provided over 184,000 pints
of blood for more than 17,000
open heart surgery patients.

Donor Services
The Blood Bank, at 270 Masonic
Ave., is open seven days a week
to donors. In addition, it operates
four Blood Centers:
• Mann Blood Center,
805 "E" St., San Rafael
• North Bay Blood enter,
Wilson & Tennessee Sts.,
Vallejo
• Shasta Blood Center,
2420 Athens Ave., Redding
• Downtown Donor Center,
760 Market St., San Francisco
Mobile units are dispatched to
groups and communities
throughout the service area.
hwin Memorial Blood Bank
of the
San Francisco Medical Society
270 Masonic Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Phone (415) 567-6400
Donor Hours
Mon.—Fri. 11-7; Sat. 8-3
Sun. 10-3:30

Donors come from all walks
of life, all races and backgrounds. They include the
17-year-old donating blood
for the first time and the
senior citizen who has given
more than Ten Gallons.
Over 50% of all donors are
under age 35. Men outnumber women by more than
3 to 2.

Voluntarism
All donations made to Irwin
are voluntary and no one
is paid. The Blood Bank has
a strong record of encouraging
volunteer donorship in the
United States.

Blood Components
Today it is possible to treat
as many as four patients with
the components extracted
from one donor's blood
donation. Blood components
provided by Irwin include:
• Red cells—to control anemia.
Red cells may be processed
as leukocyte-poor red cells
(removal of the white cells
for people who are sensitive); washed red blood
cells (removal of plasma
proteins); frozen red blood
cells (for longer preservation of rare blood cells).

Donors give blood in a bright and spacious
procurement area at Irwin headquarters.

Platelet concentrate—to
control bleeding. Platelets
are frequently transfused
to leukemia patients and
others receiving cancer
chemotherapy
• Plasma—to restore blood
volume or to treat certain
deficiencies in proteins,
gamma globulins,'clotting

Mobile units visit companies and organizations
throughout the service area, including this blood
drive at Standard Oil.

Auxiliary Blood Bank Centers

DOWNTOWN DONOR CENTER
760 Market Street
Phelan Bldg. 11th Floor
Phone (415) 391-6468
Donor Hours
Mon.—Fri. 8-2

When little
Caitlin
needed blood
for open heart
surgery,
blood was
there for
her.

MARIN BLOOD CENTER
805 "E" Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
Phone (415) 454-2700
Donor Hours
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 11— 7
Second Sat. of each month 10-2

(D

NORTH BAY BLOOD CENTER
Wilson and Tennessee Streets
Vallejo, CA 94590
Phone (707) 643-2163
Donor Hours
Tue., Thurs. 11-6

MOBILE UNITS:
For the location of a mobile unit serving
your area, please contact the nearest
Blood Center.

SHASTA BLOOD CENTER
2420 Athens Avenue
Redding, CA 96001
Phone (916) 246-2400
Donor Hours
Mon., Wed., Fri. 1-6
Third Sat. of each month 10— 1
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'GAY COPS..

i

THE PEARL &
THE SPOILERS

by W.A.Tennant

In the past few weeks there has been, once again, a
great deal of confused thinking about the issue of gay
COPS.
In the past several years, the gay community has
emerged as a viable social and political force. As part of
their social demands, gays see gay cops as a further
legitimization of their new-found "respectibility".
Because of their political strength, many administrations and candidates have indeed promised to hire gays
as law enforcement officers in return for gay votes.
Some officers have opposed the idea, sometimes
because homosexuality offends their particular religion
or moral beliefs, other times because of their ignorance
of the facts. Both sides have had lots to say, usually based on emotions rather than facts.
There are, and seem to always have been, a few gay
law enforcement officers. People in any department
seem to know one or two, usually not the same one or
two. Some are superb officers who have won the highest
awards. Others are totally unsuitable and are quite
destructive. Most however are just average officers who
put in their time doing the job.
One problem for some of the newer gay officers
around the country has been manipulation by administrations. In San Francisco, gays were specifically
recruited for the sheriff's department. According to
some successful applicants, they were encouraged not
to join the Deputy Sheriff's Association, promised that
Hongisto would lead them into the "new, humane,
department", and assured that they were "special" and
that the other deputies were stupid, red-neck, and antiwas that most never saw Hongisto
gay. Their-experience
again, they lost the chance for the association to learn
about them, and they about the association,
they saw Hongisto take a big hike to Cleveland and
found out too late that many of the deputies would have
evaluated them fairly if given the chance. Many have
resigned, some under pressure.
We think that this typ e of political manipulation is
cruel. It is unfair to the department and unfair to
qualified gays. Gays have no special talents for law enforcement work, but have no special liabilities either.
,

UtAkTIUEE.- [f
MEN AND WOMEN ' S CLASSIC CLOTHING

.

•.

PRESENTS

GREAT OLD CLOTHES
All SFPOA Members and families present this coupon for 15% off
for those special October needs
Offer expires October 31, 1978

Where the future is now
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preferable to avoid a cam- type of Safety Courses and
paign, it was a gratifying by far this one was the
experience to receive the best.'
support and encourage- I was amazed to learn
ment from so many fellow that our own members do
citizens, both within and not take advantage of this
without the legal profes- instruction. They are missing a good.deal. With duck
sion.
season and upland game A
Again,
thank
you
seasons
aroundvery
the corner,
much for your any
vote
of
member
whoconhas a son fidence in my work,
or daughter or relative who
Sincerely, would be going for his or
Ira A. Brown, Jr. her first California HunJudge of the ting License, should take
.Superior Court - advantage of this course.
Again, thanks again Bill
KORBUS GLASS and Tom for your own
time helping others Keep
993 Howard S t.a 6th St.
up the good work.
Sincerely,
'S. F.. 's Oldest Glass Co.
Dennis V. O'Connell

When In Jail and You Need BAIL

85 1.ryaflt Strsot, San Francisco
lv ono,aon.

in the last election, this spent instructing my
year is the first time I have nephew at the PAL
had to campaign for office. Hunter:s Safety Course.
While it would have been I've been to several of this
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Dear Friends:
I want you to know how I would like to take this
much I appreciate your opportunity to thank Ofsupport of my campaign ficers William Leet and
Retired member Tom
for re-election.
Since I was unopposed Morris, for the time they

Mon.-Thurs. - 4p.m.411.p.m.
Fri.&Sat. —4p.m.-1:OOa.m.
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Re-Election

124 BelIam Blvd. San Rafael
459-0581
Pizza • Subs • Salads
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Several years ago, Time queness, would suppose
and its fellow publication, that to be in possession of
Life, ran full color pictures such a valuable thing
of the Earth . taken by the would be a sacred trust;
Apollo moon crew. There that those entrusted with it
was our Earth — floating would not only cherish and
majestically through preserve it, but, in joyful
space, green and blue with gratitude, . try to make
cyclonic swirls of purest things as pleasant as possible for each other.
white cloud.
It was a sight never Yet, violence is one of
before seen by human the most characteristic
eyes, and probably by no human modes of0 behavior,
eyes at all, for in all the and one of the least
reaches of the solar recognized. There exists
system, there is, outside almost no serious study of
the Earth, hardly a drop of violence as such. Although
organically usable water, mankind indulges freely in
nor a plant nor a living such idiocy, apparently
creature. Man is alone, even sociologists are
and except for the things ashamed of it.
It is as though a boorish
of this Earth, friendless.
The Earth is, as somebody family of Jukes and
once observed, a space Kallikaks were given a
ship carrying us on a beautiful house, the cupjourney, supplying us with boards stocked with food,
food, water and oxygen. It and then proceeded to is a green and 'blue oasis in break up the furniture and
the midst of a vast indif- kick holes in the walls
ferent universe whose in- while fighting to keep food
difference is not that of away from' each other. All
toleration, but of simply the while they are sneaking
not caring whether life glances over the ir
freezes, fries or dries up shoulders.' Although they
and curls like a ,potato do not have the strength of
character to stop
chip1
Thus seeing the earth themselves, they know they
from a distance gives us a are-desecrating a trust.
It was seeing the beauty
truer perspective of its
reality and its value. The 'of the earth in space that
sensible mind, seeing the made me realize the
Earth's beauty and uni- cosmic nature of this trust.

with insurance
protection for your
• Life
• Health

O Metropolitan

1124 POLK STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 673-6145
-

by Bob Geary
Central Station

They deserve no special consideration, nor do they need
it. The police movement is working hard to insure that
officers are evaluated solely on their basis to do the job.
They should not be evaluated positively or negatively on
the basis of such characteristics as race, union activity,
sex, residence, personal off-duty behavior, a sexual
orientation. It is for this reason that the POA, COPS,
and the ICPA have supported non-discriminatory hiring practices in the past, and will continue to do so. The
idea that the city has no business prying into the private
lives of officers is fundemental to the police movement.
We are working to turn that idea into reality.
Recently, a small group of gay police officers, sheriffs
and highway patrol officers from around the nation
formed the Law Enforcement Support Group. Almost
immediately it became clear that their legal skills,
political experience and financial support were needed
to assist many non-gay officers. The group became involved in the cases of married officers who were terminated for dating other women, officers who were
suspended for criticizing the administration and several
cases of officers wanting custody of their children, the
most recent case involving a non-gay officer from
Oakland. 85% of the current cases involve non-gay officers' 100% of the cases involve issues which are important to every officer.
In the group, gay and non-gay officers are working
together to build a department in which every officer is
given support and dignity. Our experiences on this and
other departments has convinced us that given a
chance, many officers are neither pro-gay or anti-gay.
They simply don't care' What they do care about is
wages, working conditions, three square meals and all
the other things an Association is concerned with.
Most gay officers across the nation have not given
their fellow officers a chance. It takes constant courage
and personal strength to acknowledge being gay in law enforcement, but mature officers admire that courage
and are willing to give support to each other.
Gays will continue to come into, and come out in, the
department. It is still a new experience for almost
everyone and requires patience, humor and the realization that there are many important jobs to be done.
Each member, gay or non-gay, is needed, valued, and
has-a part to play in building a strong Association.

Metropolitan
can Simplify
your life

_

October 1978
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Co. K

AVENUE CYCLERY
SALES—SERVICE—REPAIRS—RENTALS
GITANE-VISCOUNT-MIYATA- ARAYA
- REDLINE-WEBCO- ETCETERA
ONE DA Y EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
750 Stanyan St., San Francisco,
387-3155.
- ' '
' CA 94117
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CRIME PREVENTION ALERT
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FIRE PREVENTION WEEK

Jogging

A Good Time to Check Your House
The second week of October is National Fire
Prevention Week' a time
when the California State
Automobile Association
Inter-Insurance Bureau
(AAA) feels it is appropriate to remind
everyone that home fires
occur at a rate in excess of
two-thousand every day.
That's an average of over
1.5 every minute.
These fires result in a
needless and tragic cost in
human lives totaling over
5,000 every year, plus
about six times that many
in injuries. The annual
monetary residential property loss is well in excess
of a billion dollars. (Total
monetary loss from figures
in the U.S. comes to over
three billion dollars.)
These figures can be
reduced. The key to lowering such frightening
statistics can be summed
up in a single word,
"prevention". Fires can
often be prevented simply
by getting rid of "fire
traps".
CSAA-IIB suggests you
make an inspection of
potential danger spots in
your home weekly.
Some of the common
hazards to guard against
are:

Be sure that curtains,
paper towels and flammable materials are not
located directly over the
kitchen stove.
• Be sure that rubbish is
disposed of regularly.
Don't empty ash trays into
waste paper receptacles.
• Have heating systems
cleaned and checked by an
expert before the winter
season starts. If fuses tend
to blow-out repeatedly,
have a qualified electrician
check circuits for
overloading and other problems.
• Check fire extinguishers. It is recommended that UL approved
ABC dry-powder extinguishers be located in
the kitchen, garage and
workshop, all in very accessible locations.
• Make sure your home
has at least one approved
smoke detector and that it
is properly positioned and
in good working order.
Be sure every member of
your family is totally
familiar with a prearranged escape plan.
Practice your plan by having periodic fire drills.
And finally, write the
number of your local fire
department near the
telephone, and be sure
that all members of the
family know it's there and
how to use it.
Fire, prevention is up to
you. Start your fire prevention campaign in your
home today.
S

NOVATO
CANDIDATE
by Robert Bernardini

I

Jogging has become one
of the fastest growing
forms or exercise in
America. Men, women
and children can be seen in
almost every park at any
time of the day participating in this physical
activity. Golden Gate
Park Ocean Beach and
Dolores Park are a few of
the favorite places for city
joggers, but they also seem
to have attracted another
type of person, the rapist.
In a recent case a young
woman was jogging in
Golden Gate Park when
she was attacked by a
rapist. He came from
nowhere, without warning
or hesitation. The suspect
had been waiting for someone who was jogging
and this unsuspecting
woman became his victim.
She was off the main road,
isolated, with no one to

tion Education Unit en- drug and variety stores.
courages exercise and When possible jog with a
physical fitness. A person friend and avoid jogging at
who is fit not only feels bet- night or during early dawn
ter but is also more alert.
or late dusk. It's also a
When picking a route to good idea to alter the route
jog, do it 'wisely. Avoid occassionally and if you see
isolated areas and loca- someone who is suspicious
tions that can afford so- or makes you apprehenmeone an unusual amount sive, avoid them and if
of concealment and when necessary call the police.
jogging, stay alert. A small Jogging is both healthy
shrill alarm which emits a and fun. But stay alert and
high pitched sound can be keep it a positive excarried easily in the hand perience! Don't put
and may scare off an at- yourself into a situation
tacker. These alarms can where you may have to
be purchased in many "run for your life".

WESTWARD DENTAL
PRODUCTS CO.
1037 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94109

LIONSTONE DISTILLERIES presents

THE I.C.P.A, EMBLEM
in porcelain
Lionstone proudly introduces the
I.C.P.A. Emblem ... a tribute, to the
dedicated and courageous law enforcers
of the world.
This handsome decanter is the first in a
series of limited edition sculptured
porcelain masterpieces created expressly
for the International Conference of Police
Associations. The overwhelming
enthusiasm already generated by
members of the Conference indicates that
this decanter is destined to become a truly
valuable and prized collector's item.
To make the program even more meaningful, Lionstone has completely abandoned commercialism and will contribute
proceeds from the sale of each and every
decanter to St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital. Your support of this program will
aid the unfortunate children who have
fallen victim to catastrophic disease.

Gail Wilhelm, Mann
supervisorial candidate
from Novato, does not
DOMESTIC: EUROPEAN CLOTHING
believe that binding ar-FOR WOMEN
bitration will provide
2258 CHESTNUT ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123
police officers with an
,
(415) 567-9570
equitable solution to their I
wage and benefit pro- 'rommensommusCLIPCOUPON assoneusneweenossnat
blems. She stated, "They i
should strike when all else I STOP BY POA BLDG. FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE LIST
U
fails."
U
'
U
The petite, soft-spoken
candidate opposed big
I
business which was hell
U_'
I
bent on overbuilding •
Novato and bitterly fought
her opponent, Arnold'
MEN
Baptiste, Mann County
Supervisor, who seems
determined to force the
0'
Novato to build a commer—

OUTLOOK

VAN NESS

Lionstone is honored to have the
opportunity to help these children and to
salute the members of this heroic
profession with the symbol of their
strength and unity .. the LCP.A. Emblem
decanter.
Available at leading liquor stores
throughout the United 'States and
Canada, this handsome decanter can also
be acquired by mail. Simply fill in and mail
the below coupon to Lionstone Distilleries
Ltd. Please make all checks payable to
Lionstone Distilleries Ltd. Note: Due to
postal regulations, these decanters will be
shipped empty.

Mail To:
- I.C.P.A. Embems
LIONSTONE DISTILLERIES, LTD. Please ship me
@ $3795
2515 Camino Del Rio South
Enclosed is my check for $
San Diego, CA 92108

I

Postage Paid

BOAS
1INTERNATIONAL MOTORS

'cialairport.

San. Francisco police of- I PONTIAC • HONDA . PEUGEOT
ficers who live in Novato,
1601 VAN NESS AVE.. SAN FRANCISCO 94109
Ignacio, or Marinwood, I 415-441-2000
NICK A. MARTINO • SALES MANAGER
should give some consideration to this candidate , who bravely stands I
out before the crowd and I This is to introduce
states that she supports the Member of_SF.P.O.A.
right of a policeman to
strike.

help her. She did nothing
to provoke such an attack
and like so many other
people had simply found a
scenic place to run.
In the last three months
there have been at least
eight jogging related
rapes. The crime of rape
has increased almost 10%
in San Francisco so far this
year and it is commonly
known that many rapes go
unreported.
Some arrests have been
made. Recently a suspect
was captured by the U.S.
Park Police after he had
committed three rapes at
the Ocean Beach. In
several cases during the
past year the suspects have
also worn jogging apparel.
The San Jrancisco
Police - Department
through the Crime Preven-

'-
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CONTRACT FURNISHERS

1376 SUTTER STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 • (415) 771-0480
OMNI is a complete source for both residential and commercial
interiors. If you are shopping for any furniture item, including
carpet, drapes and appliances, call us now! We offer quality products, personalized service.. . plus discount prices.

'URNITURE • APPLIANCES • WALL 'COVERINGS • CARPET
• LINOLEUM • BEDDING • TELEVISION SETS • ACCESSORII
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SPORTS
PLACERVILLE POA DESTRUCTION DERBY

HANGTOWN POLICE
5th Annual

DESTRUCTION
DERBY

HEAT #I
lst411, Lee "VIOLENT" Violett, San Mateo PD.
2nd499, Dan "½" Price, El DoradoS.O.
- 3rd-IS, James "TINY" Clark, Burlingame P.D.
HEAT 12
1st482, Frank Span, San Mateo P.D.
thu "RODENT' Wehe, San Leandro
d-#, "DASTERDLY" Dick Davies, UvermoreP

.., ..

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
those who participated in our 1978 Hangtown Police
Destruction Derby. It was very much a success and
largely because of the excellent participation.
As many who attended the Derby felt, there was a
mistake made in judging the Best Decorated Car event.
There has been no change in the criteria for this event,
there simply was a breakdown in communications: I
hope everyone can understand that. This mistake will
absolutely not be repeated. We are contemplating having two categories for Best Decorated Car: one for
'Most Authentic Police Car' and one for "Best Funny
Car' - or something of that nature. However, this i
only in the planning stages and will not be determined
until a later date. We have had numerous problems
with this, so it may just be cancelled.
As I said before, this year's event was very successful.
We felt it ran very smoothly and hope in future events
(if there are future events) things will go as well. We
would very much like to hear from anyone who has suggestions or criticism to offer.
Again, thank you to all who participated in our Derby, spectators as well as drivers and pitmen. It was exceptional and we hope to have more such Derbys.
Sincerely,
Bobbie Steele
P.P.A. Destruction Derby
HEAT#3
1st433, Dennis "THUMPER" Mattocks, San Mateo P.D.
2nd-#14, "ROTTEN" Roger Kruger, San Mateo P.D.
3rd-#42, Richard "ORDERING" Frazier, San Jose P.D.
HEATH
ls1410, Tony "FEARLESS" Fajardo, San-Mateo P.D.
2nd-#18, Nancy "PINK PANTHER" Anderon, San Mateo P.D.
3rd449, Dick "BLAZE" Lockwood, Placerville P.D.

MAIN EVENT
Lee
"VIOLENT"
Violett, San Mateo P.D.
lst411,
San
Mateo P.D.
2nd4l8jtanicSpanfl,
Mon
"THORNEY"
Thomesberry, Lodi P.D.
3rd-#72,
BEST DECORATED CAR
#18, Nancy "PINK PANTHER" Anderson, San Mateo P.O.

-.

BAY BRIDGE RUN '78
DATE Sunday, November 12, 1978
STARTING TIME 8:00 a.m.
STARTING LOCATION Bay Bridge Toll Plaza
COURSE DESCRIPTION
6.4 miles - beginning at the Bay Bridge Toll Plaza,
crossing the entire length of the Bridge, and ending at
the Ferry Building in San Francisco.
ENTRY FEE $5.00
REGISTRATION
On or before November 3, 1978. No post entries. Complete instructions will be sent to entrant after registration.
ENTRY FORMS
Available in the October issue of SAN FRANCISCO
MAGAZINE, through SAN FRANCISCO
MAGAZINE, 631 Howard St., San Francisco, 94105,
The Conservatory of Music, 1201 Ortega St., San Francisco, 94122, Sporting goods stores throughout the Bay
Area.
PRIZES
Trophies for 1st Man, 1st Woman, 1st Over 65, 1st
Under 12. T-shirts for 1st 100 finishers. Many more
prizes at finish-line celebration.
PROCEEDS
Benefiting the San Francisco Conservatory of Music
5000-8000 Runners Expected

Italian Cuisine
1800 Mason St. at Union 9112.5728 San Francisco California
Lunch. Tues-Sal: Dinner, Wed-Sat: Catermn, Private Parties

TRIBUTE

RUNNING THROUGH
MYMIND
by Walt Garry

The fall season is one of the best times of the year to
be running. The temperatures are about right, the
heavy rains haven't arrived and there are numerous
races you can choose from to test your abilities.
The Founders Day Run at Rohnert, September 10th,
found Nelson Thomas, Pawn Shop, running the 5.8
mile course and Chuck Gretton, Co. C on the 13.1 circuit that covered part of the course for the upcoming
Sonoma Marathon. An unseasonal rain turned a portion of the race into muddy going, but it was great
cross-country practice.
Mike Dempsey Co. D, his brother Kevin and a couple of friends ran the Whiskey Town Relays on the
24th. Mike said the 21 mile course was a real challenge,
circling Whiskey Town Lake, covering fire trails and
crossing streams, the team made a good showing with a
2.42 time.
The Oakland Fire Department Brass Pole Run from
Lake Temescal to Jack London Square had over 3,000
runners entered, including hundreds of firemen from
all over the Bay Area competing in a Fire Fighter Team
Division. There were some police department
represented, judging from the shirts I saw, but only
three from the SFPD, Gustafson Co. C, O'Connell Co.
A and Garry YSD.
After the race at the brunch hosted by the SFFD,
some of the Fire Laddies asked if we'd be interested in a
relay race between departments, possibly at the
Christmas Relays in December, adding, that's if we could get enough men together. I said I'd passit on.
Thinking about it, we could run a Hot Shot Team, a
masters and several station teams. Ypu.mih even,
challenge your làcal fire house. Let me know 'if you are
interested. This isn't a one man operation and it has to
be started soon. The Jakies might have a surprise in
store if we muster all our troops.

Golf Club Newt.

Officer Douglas Gibbs was killed in the line of duty
Just over one year ago. In his honor, there will be a
dedication of a fishing pier named for Doug, at the
Lake Merced Boathouse on October 19, 1978 at 11
a.m.
Ceremonial Guard will consist of:
The 6th Army Band
SFPD Mounted Color Guard
6th Army Color Guard
SFPD Crimes Specific Task Force Color Guard
All members, their families and the public are cordially invited to attend these ceremonies. Police officers
are asked to attend in Class "A" uniform.

On Monday, September 11, 1978 the San Francisco
Police Golf Club played Mann Country Club in Novato.
It was a typical Mann County day with beautiful
weather. The temperature was about 85-90 degrees
with clear skies and mild breezes. The course was in excellent condition which doesn't give anyone an excuse
for playing poorly.

SUPER SOUTH LAKE TAHOE CHALET

Dennis Martel had the low score of the day, a 76.
Low Net winner was Joe Allegro, Jr. with a score of 96
minus 32 (handicap) net 64.

Perfect for Winter Holidays! 2 bdrm., 1 bath,
sleeps 6. Completely furnished. Deckingforest in backyard! 10 mm. to skiing & casinos.
$150.0013 or 4 day Wknd. $200.00/Wk.
$50000/ mo. Call (916)544-4432
FOR SALE: Bearcat 210, Five band FM scanning
receiver. $200.00. 432-9026

AUTO PARTS

KRAY'S
6214311

1HE FAMILY OWNED TRADITION
IN SAN FRANCISCO

FOR
25 YEARS
EVERYONE WELCOME!
ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS

LIFETIME SHOCKS
CLUTCHES - US/IMPORT
LOW PRICES-TOP BRANDS NEW CARBURETORS
IMPORT EXHAUST SYSTEMS.
* MACHINE SHOP SERVICE
HO BATTERIES
FOR
US AND IMPORT ENGINES
NEW RADIATORS

by Jerzy Cassidy

We had thirty-seven players which was our lowest
number all year. Even with this small number, a good
time was had by all.

Flight winners were: First, George Gamble and Dave
Minner. Second, John Dubose and Bill Groswird.
Third, Pat Pfeifer and Harold Schwartz. by Bill
Groswird with a shot 6'5" from the hole. Las Adams
was second, 120" away.
The guest flight was won by Al Gallegos, the owner of
Estrada's Spanish Kitchen on outer Mission St. Al is
Homer Hudelson's father-in-law. Homer was just appointed Sergeant. Now Al has two sons-in-law who are
sergeants, one in San Francisco and the other in
Oakland. on Monday, October 30, 1978 at Round Hill
Country Club. In November we play Santa Rosa Country Club and in December we conclude the year 1978
with a turkey shoot at Sunnyvale Municipal.

As of now, we have one hundred and thirty members
in the club. Next year's schedule is in the process of being completed. Because of the increased expenses, we
are returning to more municipal courses and cutting
SATURDAY SHOPPING 9 2
out some of the more expensive private courses. It still
TELEPHONE PRICE QUOTES
• will be a good schedule with a lot of nice courses.
Buy Yo.jr Domestic And Impo' ted Parts At 160-7th STREET
Anyone interested, give me a call at the Traffic Bureau.
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NEW PROCEDURE
TO PROTEST
PARKING CITATIONS
E_ffective 1st February 1978, if you wish to protest
your parking citations you must sign up for "Instant"
or "Same day" Hearing.
Your personal appearance in Room 101, Hall of
Justice, is required to place your name and citations on
the protest calendar.
The scheduled Court times and times of recuired appearance are as follows:
For 9:00 A.M. Calendar, Monday through Friday
Appear after 8:00 a.m., but not later than 8:45 a.m.
For 10:00 A.M. Calendar, Thursday and Friday:
Appear after 9:00 a.m., but not later than 9:45 a.m.
For 11:00 A.M. Calendar, Monday through Thursday:
Appear after 10:00 a.m., but not later than 10:45
a.m. NOTE: The 11:00 a.m. Calendar is very limited.
If this calendar fills early, you may have to return and
sign up at a different time.
For 2:00 P.M. Calendar, Monday, Tuesday, and.
Wednesday:
Appear after 1:00 p.m., but not later than 1:45 p.m.
In those cases involving multiple citations (five or
more) or lost citations involving much office research
you may be requested to return at a later date.
For those of you who wish to be heard on a Thursday
evening at 7:00 p.m. you must appear in Room 101,
Hall of Justice, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. Scheduling for Thursday evening cannot be made
on the same day.

The deadline for articles for the November
POLICEMAN is November 8, 1978.

SAN FRANCISCO POLICE
OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION
2nd ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS SHOW
The show is on Saturday, The Dick George Production ComDecember 16, 1978 in MASONIC pany may be contacting you— so,
AUDITORIUM - 8:30 p.m.
YES, the San Francisco Police OfTickets are priced at $10.00 for 1 ficers' Association is sponsoring
Family Ticket (good for Mom, Dad this Christmas Show at the
Masonic Auditorium.
& Kids) Senior Citizen Tickets can be purchased for $5.00 - (also good for Performers in last few years have
included: Sheri Lewis, Marty
family)
Allen, Flying Karamazov Brothers,
The show will last approximately Orchestra, Jana Lynn,. Jerry Van
Dyke and Santa!
1 1/2 -2 hours

GUY WRIGHT/Beer and burnout S.F.Reprinted
Examiner
Beer parties in the police
station? That suggestion
popped up in the FBI
Bulletin, of all places, as a
way to combat "police burnout."
Joseph Wambaugh, the
detective turned novelist,
has done more than
anyone else to acquaint us
with the emotional damage
that police work does to
the, human being inside
that uniform. Now
psychologists are examining -the problem, and the
FBI Bulletin summarized
what they've learned.
"Burnout is not inevitable," the report
declared, and went on to
suggest ways to previt it.
"After confronting a

stressful event, one needs
to ventilate - to 'get it out
of his system', to talk
about it to someone who
can understand but will
not pass judgment."
Thus the after-work
drinking bouts that Warnbaugh popularized as
"choir practice". On that
score the FBI report
found:
"In some cases, supervisors to even chiefs have
given direct or tacit approval to squad parties
and may even allow officers to bring beer into the
station house and drink it
together at the end of their
tour.
"Perhaps more study is
needed hererif these occa-

CRIME
PREVENTION
ALERT
"Three card monte" is
back in town and he's
riding BART. The San
Francisco Police Department Crime Prevention
Unit, in cooperation with
the BART Police, report
that this fast moving con
game is being committed
on BART trains and at
BART stations.
-It involves a suspect using 3 playing cards, usually 3 different aces, or 2
cards of a black suit and
one of a red suit. The
suspect shows the cards to
the potential victim and
then places the 3 cards
face down. A wager is then
made that the victim can
pick one particular ace or
the card of the red suit.

The suspect then rotates
the position of the cards
very rapidly and the victim
picks the card they think is
correct. Usually the firstcouple of times the suspect
allows the victim to win in
order to build their confidence and to increase the
wagering. Once the victim
is hooked, the suspect, by
a slight of hand, is able to
have the victim pick the
wrong card each time. The
victim is then taken for
anywhere from one to two
hundred dollars.
This and other similar
types of criminal activity
usually occur where there
are large groups of people,
such as the BART system.
In the last three months

sions are carefully controlled they can provide an appropriate setting in which
officers can : fulfill their
need to ventilate," the
report suggested.
"Unfortunately," it added, "if this form of ventilation is not carefully
controlled, it contains the
ingredients of disaster.
Too often the setting is a
local ginmill, where
alcohol and weapons are
mixed with outsiders.
"Thoughtful officers
recognize these dangers,
and several explained they
pick a spot across the
county or state line, make
sure to get a room to
themselves and leave
weapons at home. One
there have been at least 30
reported cases but many of
these crimes go unreported
because the victim or
witnesses are unaware of
how to report the incident.
If you observe any crime
being committed or
become a victim of one
while riding a BART train
you should report it immediately to the train
operator. Use the intercom
located at either end of
every car. Give the car
number you are in (this
number is posted at the intercom), what is occuring,
a description and location
of suspect and your name.
The train operator will
notify the BART police
who will respond to the
nearest location. Upon exiting the train make contact with the police or station agent.
If the crime occurs on
BART property such as

group said they take
along a non-drinker to do
the driving!"
Besides therapeutic beer
busts, the study found that
meditation, biofeedback
and plain old exercise help
relieve tension. So does an
understanding superior officer.
Sex crimes, grimes
against children and the
killing of a fello officer
scored high Qnjthe list of
stresses that tngger emotions a policeman has trouble handling, what
psychologists call "crisis
reactions" that can lead to
burnout. The report offered this reassurance:
"In many cases, crisis
reactions are a normal,
understandable defense
against overwhelming
stress, and are not indicathe station platform, concourse, or in the parking
lots, respond to the station
agents' booth and report
the incident immediately.
The BART police will then
be summoned. In San
Francisco for certain cases
due to the location of occurence, the San Francisco
Police may respond. If you
leave the BART property
and respond to your
residence you may call the
BART police at 893-8810.

tions of a 'weak' or 'sick'
personality. Given appropriate support, most
people can recover from
very traumatic situations
and return to normal levels
of functioning."
Unfortunately, the study
found that most police
departments still regard
crisis reaction as a sign of
personal weakness and are
likely to deal with it by
"removing the man from
his regular assignment and
assigning him to a 'rubber
gun' squad."
While that may seem
best for the department,
"it is devasting to the officer" and teaches other
troubled cops to hide their
problems.
Anyone who deals constantly with other people's
problems must protect
Remember crime can
happen anywhere. Be
alert! Criminals who prey
on the public may often
ride with the public.

For all your

insurane needs
CECCATO
INSURANCE
4730 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 586-5656

himself by what
psychologists call "distancing", or he will develop
an emotional overload and
eventually blow a fuse.
Burnout begins, the
study explained, when
healthful dss ern-

become's
cynical, becomes
withdrawal, takes refuge
in "going by the book" no
matter what, regards the
world as "us" versus
"them" and them as
subhuman.
The report recommended that the battle against
burnout should begin with
recruit training that
"predicts for the new officer some of the feelings
he may have and helps him
understand that many of
his reactions are normal
and not an indication that
he is going crazy."

GRAPELEAF
Lebanese
Cuisine

Full
Belly Dancing

668-1515
4031 Balboa, S.F.
HARD TO FIND—
HARDER TO. FORGET!

NEW CARS - iOO over dealer's cost

1-BIRD, LTD, LTD II, MUSTANG, MAVERICK, PINTO, TRUCKS

GEARY FORD
C. RUSS WILLETT
Sales
Manager

Jim Lutz
Fleet Manager

4041 & 4700 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA. 94118
(415)221-2300

